
* Made out in:

* Color:

* Total weight:

* Base Oval weight:

* Base Deco weight:

* Body measure:

* Measure Deco (base):

* Measure Oval (base):

* Base material:

* Color:

* Reflective (optional):

  

medium density polyethylene.

fluorescent orange.

17,63 lb.

2,75 lb.

3.3 lb.

Total height: 41.73 in., Inferior length: 12.4 in.

Superior length: 8.85 in., Width: 7.08 in.

L: 24 in., H: 6.29 in., W: 15.74 in.

Length:19.68 in., Width: 13.38 in.

Height (center): 3.62 in., Height (lateral): 2.75 in.

medium density polyethylene.

yellow

Engineering Grade
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Ÿ Made out in medium molecular polyethylene.

Ÿ Barricades are the most used traffic elements, helping to avoid 

dangers to the vehicle traffic and protecting works or public 

during road maneuvres.

Ÿ Also are good for delimit and guide daily traffic.

Ÿ Its height at “driver sight” level is another advantage to 

communicate messages.

Ÿ Very visible color.

Ÿ Includes two or three reflective strips, securing its perception, in 

low luminosity like night darkness or by meteorological 

conditions.

Ÿ Ideal for entrances and exits on parking lots, toll stations and 

else.

Ÿ Shocks and impacts resistant.

Ÿ Protection against UV ray and decoloration..

Ÿ All weather resistant including extreme temperature changes.

Ÿ Base is sand fillable to get more weight against wind.

Ÿ Also we have an electronics version (BA-110-ELE) and the 
lamp option (LS-11).

DECOR or OVAL base
(Optional)

Leader don´t follow steps
... marks the way

Barricade 110 (decor)
BA-147-D

Measures are nominal
and can vary,

between +- 2%.
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FEATURES:

TECHNICAL DATA:
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